
 

If you are an avid PC gamer, you may have heard of the latest patch for the military shooter Just Cause 2. The new update is a minor one but it brings a few updates and fixes to the game, including a fix for players who had their save files wiped out by a previous bug. You can read more about what's been done in the new patch here!

#Informative Blog Post- Introducing my best friend who just moved from Arizona to Texas #

I know I promised that I would write an essay about my favorite website or app today if I had enough followers but instead I wanted to talk about my little brother who just moved from Arizona to Texas with his family. #Informative Blog Post- Introducing my best friend who just moved from Arizona to Texas #

I know I promised that I would write an essay about my favorite website or app today if I had enough followers but instead I wanted to talk about my little brother who just moved from Arizona to Texas with his family. 

As a preface, this is going to be a rather sentimental post because it is about my brother who just moved away. 

My brother is the youngest out of all of us siblings and that gives him quite the disadvantage when it comes to technology.  

He is the one with the most expensive television in his house with a fairly decent internet connection, so when he decided to move to Texas, I was pretty impressed that he was able to purchase a 4K TV for his new home. 

I do not think that my brother would ever be able to put his new TV on game night since game night is more for family reunions than anything else. 

Today, my brother's living room has been turned into a gaming haven. 

My brother purchased 3 gaming PCs; each powered by an ASUS Radeon RX 480 GPU and boasting 6GBs of VRAM running Battlefield 1 at max settings.  

He also purchased an NVIDIA GTX 1060 GPU to replace his old GTX 970 GPU. 

All of these purchases were made within the last 2-3 months and I can say that this was all accomplished relatively cheaply. 

Over the past 3 years, I have noticed that my brother's interest in video games has deepened. He seems to always have a game in his hands and he even went as far as to build a tiny gaming PC for himself this year. It is pretty small but still fairly powerful.  

I would not be surprised if he buys a new gaming PC next year and the year after that. 

My brother has what I call "The Game Face" which means that you can see him engrossed in a video game or playing a console as if his life depended on it.  

Unfortunately, progress in the gaming world is slow which might make him abandon his passion for gaming altogether. 

All of this made me think about how important video games are to gamers and why gamers carry a certain amount of shame when they come across someone who does not play video games.
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